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	Overview: Upon the launch of the Ambassador class, Starfleet thought they might capitalize on the development of the new class to create a smaller craft to take on support missions, similar to the development of the Miranda class built upon the work done with the Constitution II class starships.  However, the Federation council didn't see a need to replace the reliable Miranda class ships.  A move was made to increase the defensive capabilities for patrol duties, but with a "No Warship" mindset enjoying the ascendency in the admiralty, that didn't go over well.   The design was finally abandoned, and the prototype mothballed...   Until Starfleet started redeploying ships from the mothball fleet for use in the Dominion war, and the prototype was rediscovered and pushed into service.
	Ship Name: USS Tenacious NX-2504
	Capabilities: As a prototype, the Tenacious has the Technical Testbed Mission Profile.  It also has the Prototype trait.  The ship inherited High Resolution Sensors and an Improved Impulse drive from it's progenitor, the Ambassador class.   It was given Extensive Shuttle bays as part of the initial attempt to replace the Miranda.  The Phaser arrays and Photon torpedoes give the ship a punch, while Advanced Shields make sure that it can stay in the fight.
	Entered Service: 2339
	comms: 09
	computers: 09
	Engines: 10
	Sensors: 09
	Structure: 10
	Weapons: 11
	Command: 2
	Conn: 3
	Security: 2
	Engineering: 3
	Science: 3
	Medicine: 2
	Scale: 4
	Weapon 1: Phaser Arrays
	Weapon 2: Photon Torpedoes
	Weapon 3: Tractor Beams (Strength 4)
	Weapon 4: 
	Weapon 5: 
	Talent 1: High Resolution Sensors
	Talent 2: Improved Impulse Drive
	Talent 3: Extensive Shuttle Bays
	Talent 4: Advanced Shields
	Talent 5: 
	Talent 6: 
	Talents: The USS Tenacious has the following talents 
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